Film and Video Resources at UH Mānoa

Kristen L. Anderson
krisa@hawaii.edu
I’m going to tell you 3 things

1) How to find resources in the library
2) How to request additions to the library
3) How the Library may assist you with access
Finding Video in UHM Libraries

- [http://library.manoa.hawaii.edu](http://library.manoa.hawaii.edu)
- Use link to: UH Catalog (Voyager)
- In Voyager, select: Advanced Search
- Three components to find video
  - Enter either a subject or a language in search box
  - If language, select **Language (KLNG)** in the drop down box to right
  - Change **Type** in the limit section to: Videorecording/DVD
- Check the resource page:
  - [http://guides.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/content.php?pid=187585&sid=1574731](http://guides.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/content.php?pid=187585&sid=1574731)
Voyager Titles

478 results found
(TYPE=gm)

2013
DVD 11747
Multiple items: click on title for details, UH Manoa: Sinclair AV Center

Have you seen the moon? : Yoshi Oida / Willke Filmproduction.
2013
DVD 11710
Items Available, UH Manoa: Sinclair AV Center

Soil, your silent ally [videorecording].
2013
FAO So 34/3
Items Available, UH Manoa: Hamilton Government Documents Media
Advanced Search

**Search:**
- garman
- AND
- streaming
- AND

**Location:**
- UH Manoa: Juvenile Collection
- UH Manoa: Reference Collections
- UH Manoa: Sinclair Library
- UH Manoa: Special Research Collection
- UH West Hawaii: All Collections

**Type:**
- All Types
- Videorecording/DVD
- Musical Recording
- Nonmusical Recording
- Archive/Manuscript Collection

**Format:**
- All Formats
- Electronic Resource

**Language:**
- All Languages
- English

**Year:**
- Last 2 Years
- From: ______ To: ______
Zeitgeist

Title: Zeitgeist [videorecording] / writing, editing, music & pre/post production by Peter Joseph ; GMP LLC.

Variant Title: Title on container: Zeitgeist, the movie

Publisher: [S.I. : s.n.], 2008?

Description: 1 videodisc (122 min.) : sd., col. with b&w sequences ; 4 3/4 in.

Subjects: Jesus Christ-Historicity.
Conspiracies.
World politics.
Religion-History.
Christianity and other religions.
Christianity-Controversial literature.
War on Terrorism, 2001-2009.
Federal Reserve banks.
Banks and banking, Central-United States.
United States-Politics and government.
Documentary films.
Nonfiction films.
Feature films.

Other Name(s): Joseph, Peter (Filmmaker)
GMP LLC.

Notes: Originally produced as a motion picture in 2008. Animations & Illustrations by Eric Clinton. DVD.
"Duplication of this film is granted and encouraged for non-profit/educational purposes only" -- Closing credits.
In English; with optional subtitles in Chinese, Czech, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, or
Streaming Video Subscriptions

UH Library subscribes to some wonderful streaming video collections. You will need to use your UH name and password to log in and view these videos.

**Films On Demand**
- **digital educational video**
- Films on Demand provides streaming access to educational videos in the humanities, social and natural sciences, business and health.
- **Asia Pacific Films**
  - AsiaPacificFims.com streams culturally and historically significant films from Asia and the Pacific. Titles include Act of War, The Overthrow of the Hawaiian Nation, and The Land Has Eyes.

**Sinclair Library’s Video Reformating Project**

Since March 2009, Sinclair Library has been digitizing many of its older videos, focusing on those in the Hawaiian and Pacific collections. Digitized videos are

Free Online Videos: Hawaii/Pacific

- **Hawaii Nisei Story**
  - Provides video clips of interviews with Hawaii Nisei veterans and selected spouses.
- **Pacific Network**
  - An Internet network with multiple channels featuring news, entertainment, original programming, vintage television from Hawaii, provided free to the public.
- **Think Tech Hawaii**
  - Think Tech Hawaii creates and disseminates videos of events and news makers relating to technology and globalism in Hawaii.
- **NZ On Screen**
  - Explore an excellent collection of documentaries, TV shows, and feature films from New Zealand.
- **East-West Center on Vimeo**
  - The East-West Center, based in Honolulu and Washington, D.C., was established by Congress in 1960 to promote dialogue and cooperative research between the US, Asia, and the Pacific. They have publicly available videos on various topics.
- **Micronesian Seminar Videos**
  - Micronesian Seminar has over 80 free videos available for downloading. Subjects range from the history of the islands to current social issues and health care.
- **Insights on PBS Hawaii**
  - Archive of Insights on PBS Hawaii videos going back to 2008.
- **University of Hawaii Streaming videos on Hawaii**
  - Selected Video Hawaii Video Series available to the University of Hawaii Community (login required)
- **OWI TV**
  - **Owii TV - Native Hawaiian television station**
  - Streams the Ka Leo Ola - Hawaiian Language news (aired in English)
  - Indigenous Insight - International indigenous news magazine featuring themes and topics relevant to indigenous communities.
  - Produced in partnership with the World Indigenous Television Broadcasters Network
  - Na Moka o ka 'Āina - Award-winning Native Hawaiian filmmaking
  - Aina 'Owii - Hawaiian language cartoon produced by the Ahu Runa Leo Hawai'i
- **Kealohiloumalu by Kamehameha Schools**
  - O ‘e a Ka ‘Ulu‘ulu Keawaihea e heiau aku, o Kāla‘auwelokilua moku kā e kome... "Aina'i ke aloha! Welcome to the Kū‘iwihi‘oumalu Virtual Archive — a multi-media haven for online cultural learning. Here you'll find videos, snapshots, articles, recipes, interviews, profiles of Hawaiian elders, and more.
Free Online Videos: General/Educational

- **Academic Earth**
  Video courses and lectures from top universities in a wide variety of subjects.

- **TED Talks**
  Over 700 free videos of inspiring talks from the TED conferences - topics cover technology, education, design, and much more.

- **Snag Films**
  Free documentaries for online viewing.

- **Annenberg Media**
  A collection of excellent videos covering a wide variety of disciplines. Look for "VOD" icon, indicating videos that can be watched for free online.

- **Open Vault at WGBH**
  Open Vault provides online access to unique and historically important content produced by the public television and radio station WGBH. The ever-expanding site contains video, audio, images, searchable transcripts, and resource management tools, all of which are available for individual and classroom learning.

- **Internet Archive: Movies**
  Diverse library containing feature films, classic shorts, world culture documentaries, World War II propaganda, movie trailers, and more.

- **American Indian Film Gallery**
  A gallery of 1930s-1970s films about American Indians, organized by group/tribe.

- **National Film Board of Canada**
  Documentaries, dramas, and animated films. Free for personal use; iPhone app available.

- **Stanford Health Video Library**
  The Stanford Health Video Library programs feature prominent doctors presenting the latest health research. Most videos can be watched online either through iTunes or in the browser using Quicktime or Windows Media Player.

- **UWTV.org**
  New and archived videos from the University of Washington on a wide variety of subjects.

- **FourDocs**
  Short documentaries and information for documentary filmmakers, powered by Channel 4 BRITDOC Foundation.

- **Steven Spielberg Film and Video Archive**
  Online film footage pertaining to the Holocaust and related aspects of World War II. Archived by the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum.

- **ResearchChannel**
  Provides programs via a live web stream and an extensive video-on-demand library (3000 full-length programs). More than 70 leading research and academic institution provide programs of remarkable speakers, researchers and professors presenting revolutionary thought and discoveries.

- **C-SPAN Video Library**
  Still in beta, this site offers access to all C-SPAN program aired since 1987. An excellent resource with over 160,000 hours of video.

- **Library of Congress's American Memory Collection**
  Several hundred early motion pictures are viewable in the Library's American Memory collections.
Asian Film Online offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the independent Asian filmmaker. Through a selection curated by film scholars and critics, viewers can explore the impact of globalization and urbanization on people's everyday lives throughout the greater Asian region. Faculty and students engaged in area studies, anthropology, film studies, philosophy, geography, education, religion, gender studies, world literature, urban development, cross-cultural communication, journalism, social sciences, and humanities will benefit from exploring this rare collection of films that make silent voices heard.

Advanced Search
Is there a specific film you want to show your class?

- It’s not in the catalog? Request It!!
  - Email krisa@hawaii.edu
  - Fill out form at: http://library.hawaii.edu/services/lib_purchase.php

- It’s in the catalog
  - Want to book it to show in class
  - Want it streamed so class can watch it anytime.
For more information about course reserves:

- Information for Students Using Course Reserves
- Information for Faculty about Course Reserves
- How Faculty Can Place Items on Course Reserve
- Reserving Media to Show in Classes
- Copyright and Reserves

Course Reserves

What are Course Reserves?

Reserves are course-related materials that UH Manoa faculty members have placed aside in the library for their students to use. This can include books, textbooks, videos, DVDs, CDs, copies of journal articles, notes or copies of exams. The items can be checked out for a limited amount of time so that all students are given the chance to access the materials. All items are taken off reserve once the semester ends.

Where are Course Reserves Kept?

All physical copies of course reserves at UH Manoa are held in the Wong Audiovisual Center on the third floor of Sinclair Library. Reserves cannot be placed on hold through the library catalog and are checked out on a first-come, first-serve basis. You will not be able to check out course reserves if you have more than $10 in library fines. Please click here to view the Wong AVC’s business hours. Electronic reserves are available for students to view through the library catalog. A valid UH username and password is required to view online reserves.
Any Questions???

Kristen Anderson
krisa@hawaii.edu

Course Reserves
avmedia@hawaii.edu